
“ Whether we’re talking about managing micro-level 
details or keeping projects on track as a whole, 
Workfront gives us the visibility to maximize resources, 
minimize inefficiencies, and drive enterprise success.” 

–Lisa Lipscomb, Manager, Project Management

THE CHALLENGE: pSemi Corporation is a leading provider of 
semiconductor solutions for smartphones, base stations, personal 
computers, electric vehicles, data centers, IoT devices, and healthcare. 
The company implemented Workfront to shift its project management 
model from manually updating timelines and statuses to automatically 
giving its team members the details they need, when they need them. 
In the process, the company increased its annual project throughput 
capacity without adding headcount.
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pSemi Corporation accelerates 
time-to-market with Workfront.



Streamline product development 
by standardizing and automating 
complex, manual processes.

The comprehensive Workfront platform was exactly what pSemi required to efficiently 
solve its work management challenges. Teams at pSemi have seen dramatic improvements 
in process efficiency with a single, customizable system for project management, tracking, 
and reporting. The teams have the same number of staff but are rolling products off the 
line faster than ever.

SUMMARY

Improve project tracking 
to stay ahead of 
product development.

Workfront enabled pSemi to write custom 
software to auto-generate weekly 
reports. This improved both the timelines 
and accuracy of information used to 
determine project status. With templates 
and automating triggers for routine jobs, 
pSemi moves repeatable tasks through 
the pipeline faster. In just six months, they 
have seen a 3x boost in project capacity.

Central source of truth for  
anytime, anywhere visibility  
and reporting.

Workfront provides a single source of truth 
for every task and project, enabling team 
members to gain real-time insight into 
delivery timeframes. Because Workfront 
is web-based, teams can now clearly see 
which tasks are assigned to whom, where 
individual tasks are in the workflow process, 
and how projects are mapping to projected 
budgets and completion deadlines.

As the company experiences aggressive 
growth, pSemi utilizes the Workfront 
platform to stay ahead of product 
development in the rapidly evolving 
wireless and radio communication industry. 
By improving cost management through 
budget forecasts and monitoring costs 
across projects, the company is achieving 
its goal of completing more projects on time.

The solution.

pSemi reduced weekly reporting 
time by 8 hours with Workfront.


